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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 16, I 968

• received this poem in the
mail from a nice person who
apparently has a deep compassion. As she says, it is the work,
of an amateur, but the feeling
expressed is good and she does
it in a nice wey.
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Made our semi-annual visit to
the dentist on Friday and got
the good word, no cavities.
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CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW HOUSE — Dr. Harry Sparks, president of Murray State University (third from Hods) congratulates Ray Wells, president of Alpha Gamma
Rho fraternity on the purchase of their new fraternity house. From left to right: Bourke
Monti*, Bardwell, former AGR president and current alumni chairman; E. B. Hovrton, chairman of the MSU agriculture department and president of the AGR Alumni Corporation that
bought the house seen In the background; Wells, • senior from Sturgis; Dr. Sparks; Arlie
Scott and BM Cherry, both members of MSU agricuitur• faculty and advisors to the Murray AGR chapter.
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Holmes NaLS, appointed the 12
member board, composed of Dr.
Harry Sparks, Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten, Mrs. Don Keller, Mr. Max
The Alpha Gamma Rho Alum
,
MP
Hurt, Mr. Joe Dick, Mr. Glenn
ni Association, Incorporated
Doran, Mr. R. L. Cooper, Mr
purchased the Elrnus Beak
The complete report of the Robert Moyer, Mrs. George
estate on the Mayfield Highway
committee which is addressed
near Murray today (Dec. 13).
(Continued on Page Six)
to the property owners, resiofficials
The estate, which consists of
dents, students, public
two buildings and 5 and 3-10
and "all other civic minded
acres, will be used by the Murcitizens", is being printed for
Max Russell
ray State University chapter of
the interest of Ledger and
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity
Times readers.
The two-story brick house, NI
"A resolution was peened by
a full attic and
i
which includes
the Murray city council on Aubasement, will house approxigust 9, requesting the Mayor
mately 30 members of the fritto appoint a Civic Beautificaaccording to Arlie Scott,
tion Board to implement a posia member of the MSU agricultive program of beautification
ture department and one of the
of the city. Promptly, Mayor
Acknowledging the "great tratwo advisors of the fraternity. Student
dition in art, drama and music"
"The new house will give u:
at Murray State University,
a lot more room than our old
President Harry M. Sparks saic
and
Scott
said
fraternity house,"
Max Russell, son of Mr.
he will recommend to the
today
He added that the fraternity Mrs. Eugene Russell of Route
of regents that a School
board
members plan to move into the Five, Murray, was elected viceArts be established.
Fine
of
new house over the Christmas president of the Murray State
Before turning the first spade
Organizatvacation.
Student
University
of earth at groundbreaking
The present AGR house, lo- ion last Thursday.
ceremonies for the six-story adthe
Russell ran unopposed in
cated on 113 North 14th Street
dition to the Price Doyle Fine
in Murray, was purchased in election to fill the vacancy of
Arts Building, he said the pro1960. Mrs. Gloria Dennis, who Bob Tanner of Benton, who reject represents another milethe
in
earlier
post
the
signed
has been the AGR housemother
stone in an over-all constructsince this September, will con- semester.
ion program to provide students
English
in
majoring
A junior
untie to serve in that position
Three persons were injured and faculty with the most modwith minors in French and mil- in a two vehicle collision Sat- ern and up-to-date buildings
at the new house.
itary science, Russell is a mem- urday at 1:10 p.m. at the inter- and equipment.
Alpha social
The fraternity also plans to ber of Pi Kappa
section of Johnson Boulevard
"It is another progressive
recently
have three meals a day served fraternity and was
and Sunny Lane, according to step in strengthening the fine
the
of
chairman
social
elected
a! the new house for the memthe report filed by the investi- arts program at Murray State
bers as soon as the facilities fraternity.
gating officers of the Murray so that it will continue to rank
He has served as sophomore Police Department.
sr ready.
among the finest in the natrapresentative of the Student
Dr. Sparks added.
ions,"
Scott is also the gecreteei- Organization and this year was Injured were Earl Ray TabConstruction will begin imtreasurer of the Alumni Assoc- junior representative and con- era, 810 Sunny Lane, Steve Al- mediately on the project, which
iation Corporation that will cert chairman.
len Weatherford, Route One, is expected to take about two
rent the house to the fraternity. January 9 there will be en Almo, and Anthony Cassity, years to complete.
to
student
corporaOther officers of the
election to select a
1864 College Terrace.
Presiding at the ceremonies
bon are E. B. Howton and Ro- serve the remainder of Ruswas Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
bert L. Hendon, both member sell's term as junior representaThe three were treated at the vice president for administraof the MSU agriculture faculty tive.
emergency room of the Murray- tive affairs at MSU. Among
flowton is president and HenCalloway County Hospital and those who spoke briefly were
don serves as vice president.
GUEST SPEAKER
released. Hospital officials said Dr. Ralph•H. Woods, president
Rev: Max D. Sledd of Murray,
Weatherford had emeritus, and Dr. Walter E.
Rhe wee form foreign missionary to Nigeria Tabers and
lpha
contusions and Cassity had a Blackburn, dean of the School
ed as a colony in 1958 at Murray on furlough, was the guest
strain.
of Arts and Sciences.
State and was installed as a speaker at the First Baptist muscular
Also recognized were memchapter of the national social Church, Calvert City, on Suna 1985
Weatherford,
driving
bers of the board of regents,
fraternity last May.
day.
Ford % ton truck owned byefine arts faculty members, and
Harold Griggs, ran a stop sign' representatives of both the genin front of the 1965 Buick four
eral contractor, Allen and O'door hardtop driven by Tabers,
Hara of Memphis, and the archiaccording to the police report. tectural firm, Lee Potter Smith
Weatherford was a passenger in
and Associates of Paducah.
one of the vehicles
Mechanical, electrical and
general construction work on
The police report said that a the project were bid at a total
Philco stereo owned by Masco of $4,588,433. A federal grant
Department Store was on the and a loan totaling nearly $2.5
rear end of the Ford truck and million were authorized for
was knocked off on to t h e construction.
street when the collision ocTo be located on a site adcurred.
jacent to the fine arts building,
the addition will include 116,Damage to -the Tabers car
000 square feet of classroom
was on the front end and to the
and office space. Actually the
Weatherford truck on the left
height of a normal 11-story
side.
building, it will house facilities
for theatre and drama, art, muSaturday night at 11:55 p.m sic, and radio-television.
the 21st wreck report for the
The fine arts program is now
month of December in the city included in the School of Arts
of Murray was filed by the and Sciences, one of the five
Murray Police Department. No schools at the university.
injuries were reported.
The findings of the Civic
Beautification Committee which
was appointed by Mayor Holmes
Ellis in August, have been made
public by Dr. Harry Sparks,
chairman of the committee.

School Of
Fine Arts Is
Recommended

Three Injured
In Accident
On Saturday

The Murray High School Tig
era will play their second home
game tomorrow night against
Charlie Bennett of Almo
the Benton Indians. Game time
succumbed SaturVie wakes up, throws back the
for the B-Team game will be Route One
p. m. at the Mur4:35
at
day
covers, smiles at a sunny world,
6:45 with the Varsity game folray-Calloway County Hospital
The Murray High School Par- lowing immediately
stretches, and has the general
was 85 years of age and
He
will
ent-Teachers
Association
appearance of "what a wonderhis death followed an extendful day this is and how good I present the vocal students of
Benton has been an up and ed illness.
Mrs. John Bowker in their beufeel".
Mr. Bennett was preceded in
tiful and inspiring Christmas down ball club so far this year
and the Tigers' forward, Alan death by his wife, Mrs. Dora
Our alarm clock goes off and music program tonight at the
Hadapeth is suffering from a Bennett, in 1951. Ile was born
we feel so aleepy that we let meeting in the school atei•rerknee injury. Coach Bob 'loon Apru 2, 1883, and his parents
the dern thing run down to a iorn at 7:30 o'clock.
P-TA President, Bro. Aude feels the Tigers will have a good were the late John and Margar• (Continued on Page Six)
et Tibbs Bennett. He was a
McKee urges the public to at- chance against Benton.
member of the Hickory Grove
tend this program and join with
the students in "Songs of
The Murray coach felt the Church of Christ and a retired
Christmas."
team played respectfully again- farmer.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Bowker will present 104 st Paducah Tilghman other than
students in three groups, the in the free throw attempts and Mrs. George Long of Hardin
Junior High Girls' Chorus, the in committing fouls. The Tigers and Mrs. Clarence Mohler of
Senior High Girls' Chorus and had 31 fouls to Tilghman's 15. Almo Route one; one son, Northe Mixed Chorus.
Coach Toon was well pleased man Bennett of Almo Route
Narrators for the performance with the Murray guards, Albert One, one sister, Miss Daisy BenThe annual Children's Conceit for all city and county ele will be Susan Hainsworth and Scott and Pat Lamb, and he nett of Hardin; six grandchilmentary students will be held at Kathy Koenen. Judy Adams is hopes some of the other team dren. Dwain Bennett, Charles
Miss
Maribeth members will show the same de- Bennett, Mrs. Jack Glover, Mrs.
*the Murray State University au- accompanist.
ditorium on Wednesday, Decem- Kaegi is the student teacher termination these two boys have Shirley Tucker, -Mrs. Pete Willoughby, and Mrs Dan Wyatt;
Solos will be sung by Nancy to win.
ber 18, at 9:30 a. m
fourteen great grandchildren.
Featured on the program will Spann, Wanda McNabb, Darry•
Funeral services were held
See the Tigers in action tobe the University A Capella el Paschall, Donna Boyd and
morrow night against Benton. today at two p. m. at the chapel
Choir, directed by Professor Ro- the Ninth Grade'Girls' Trio.
of the Max H. Churchill Funeral
bert Baar
Home with Bro. Bobby Joe Sims
These concerts are sponsored
and Bro. Lake Riley officiating.
by the Music Department of the
Pallbearers were Charles and
Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. DaDwain Bennett, Bobby Mohler,
vid Gowans, is concert chairStevie Bennett, Mike Wyatt,
man and is assisted by Mrs. W.
•
and Phil Starks.
J. Pitman and Mrs. Joe Dick
Interment was in the Murray
of the Music Department.
Cemetery with the arrangeBy AL ROSSITER JR.
for launch Saturday on man's ments by the Max H. Churchill
UPI Space Writer
most daring spaceflight — a Funeral Home.
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) — Christmas journey around the
The three Apollo 8 astronauts moon.
Frank Borman, 40, James
sought medical clearance today
Cars involved .were a 1968
Lovell, 40, and William Anders,
Chevrolet Camero two door
The Sociology Club it Murhardtop driven by Ronnie Lane
35, were expected to emerge
ray State University sponsored
from the morning-long series of
Morris of Murray Route Three,
fa Christmas party Thursday for
Kentucky State Trooper Tom
and a 1966 Chevrolet two door
(Continued on Page Six)
the under previleged children
Adams investigated a minor trafStudents of Murray Univerhardtop driven by Rodney Max
County.
of Calloway
fic accident nine miles eiug of
Maskew of Hart Hall, Murray sity School have given eight
Mary Greenup of Route Three
telling,
story
A puppet show,
Murray on Highway 94 on Sunnew books to the Library of
State University.
Paducah, age 49, was admitted
and choral singing were feat- to the Murray-Calloway Count
day. No other details were obthe First Christian Church in
ures of the program. Articles Hospital on Sunday
tained.
honor of the late Garrett BeshPolice said Morris was pullwere donated by Big K, Ryan
Guy Turner and Charles Steear who was a teacher at the
The patient is listed in fan
Windsor,
brother
V.
of
G.
A.
ing into a parking space in the school before his untimely
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman
Milk Company, Library, and condition this morning Report: E. Windsor and Mrs Essle phenson of the Kentucky State
parking lot of Tom's Pizza Pa- death in July of this year.
Outland Bakery.
are she was injured in an auto- Brown of Murray. passed away Police were on duty over the
lace on North 12th Street, and
This year's officers are Ron- mobile accident, but the City
weekend
usual
the
for
of
patrol
The books are part of the
ot
Vinson
Route
Hazel
(Sue)
Workman
011ie
Mrs.
Mr. and
Friday at 8:30 p in at Halls
ald Bisig of Louisville, presi- Police, County Sheriff, and State Memoral Hospital, Fulton.
the traffic. Some traffic tickets of Murray Route One will cele- One, Mrs. Joe (Jo) Dortch of Maskew was backing out of a "Vouth Forum" series for young
collisthe
when
space
parking
4dent; Deborah Galloway, Mur- Police said they did not inves
,people and the titles are as fol.
The deceased was a retired were issued by the patrolmen. brate their golden wedding an- Murray, Clayton Workman of ion occurred.
ray, rice-president; Jane Hill, tigate the accident
lows:
open house Southgate, Mich., and Samuel
an
grocer
with
Fulton
had
niversary
and
South
Dan
secretary;
L,ouisyWe,
"Youth Asks What's Life
Another person, Elda Paris. lived in that area for the last
at the home of their son-in-law Workman of Hazel.
Damage to the Morris car was
Evans, Louisville, treasurer.
Route Three, Paducah, age 21, 40 years. He was a native of
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Grandchildren of the couple on the left door and to the For" by D. T. Niles.
prosociology
Smith,
W. A.
was treated for abrasions and Calloway County.
"Youth Asks Why Bother
Joe Dortch, 906 South 16th are Mrs Wayne (Patty) Ezell, Maskew car on the right front
fessor, is the club advisor.
About God?" by Alvin Rogcontusions yesterday at 4-45 at
Mrs Dennis (Judy) Noll, RonStreet, Murray.
Windsor, age 76, is survived
fender.
the local hospital. This was re. by his wife, Mrs. Myrtle Jamerness.
The special event will be nie Workman, Dorinda, Steve,
The Austin School Parent"Youth Considers Do It Yourportedly from a car accident son Windsor, a son, James Ed- Teacher Association will join held Sunday, December 22, be- and Belinda Hopkins, Danny
self Religion" by Martin Marty.
David
Eturkeen, Pam
ward Windsor of Paducah, his with Murray High PTA in cele- tween the hours of two and and
Warlord
"Youth Considers Doubt And
brother and his sister.
brating the Christmas season four p.m. All relatives and hi- Dortch, Vicki Workman, and
WINDOWS BROKEN
Ualtod Prima I Wont Waal
Frustration" by Paul Holmer.
Beth Vinson.
Funeral services were held by hearing the Choral Groups of ends are invited to attend.
"Youth Considers Marriage"
Three great grandchildren Jo
Sunday at 1 .30 p.m. at the
Mr. and Mrs. Workman were
tonight
Jones Cleaners, North 5th Hornbeak Funeral Home, Ful- Murray High School
Rev. Earl Warford, superin- by David Mace.
married December 22, 1918, at Ann and Bobby Fzell, and Debp.m.
by United rrees International Street, reported to the
7:30
at
(Monday)
Murray ton, with Rev. Charles Jobe
tendent of missions of the "Youth Considers Parents As
Clear to pertly cloudy today.
Mrs. John Bowker, director Murray by Rev. E. S. Hicks, bie Noll.
Police Department this morn- officiating.
Pleasant
North
Blood River Baptist Associat- People" by Reedolph Miller.
the
of
minister
High upper 20s northeast to ing about eight
High
Murray
at
of choral music
o'clock that
Interment was in the South School, is directing the Christ- Grove Cumberland Presbyterion, was the guest minister at "Youth Coffsiders Personal
mid 30s southwest. Partly clou- some windows on the
back of Pleasant Grove Cemetery in Calboth the morning and evening Moods" by Reuel Howe.
ian Church. Their attendants
dy to cloudy tonight and Tues- the building had been
mas program.
broken. loway County.
services at the First Baptist "Youth Considers Sex" b y
day Low tonight upper teens Police said the
president of were Miss Jennie Marshall and
Crass,
B.
A.
Mrs.
biulding was
William Hulme
Church on Sunday.
east to 20s elsewhere A little evidently not entered.
the Austin PTA, urges all mem- Jewel Sheridan.
was
The
Mrs. Workman is the former
superintendent
Santa Claus will be at the
warmer Tuesday with • chance
bers of the PTA to attend this
PUBLIC DRUNK
of light rein west.
delightful presentation by the Susie Marshall, daughter of the Murray-Calloway County Lib- speaking in the absence of the
late Jack and Sammie Marshall. rary on Tuesday and Thursday church pastor, Dr. H. C. Chiles,
youth of the community.
Story
Calloway County Sheriff FanMr. Workman, a retired farm- afternoons of this week.
who is ill at his home on Elm
FIVE-CIAY FORECAST
t,
nie Stubblefield and her deer, is the son of the late J. N.
Santa made his first appear- Street.
LOI_TISVTILF KY (UPI) —
GUEST MINISTER
Story' Hour will be held at
puties, Carlton Morgan and
and Betty Workman.
Soloist for the morning and
ance at the library on Saturday.
The five-day Kentucky weather
The Workmans have seven He will be there again Tuesday evening services was Dr. Eula the Murray-Calloway County
Gene Parker, reported today
outlook, Tuesday through SaturRev. Richard Miller of the children who are Mrs Garnett and Thursday from three t o McCain.
Library on Wednesday, Decemthey arrested one person for
SP4 Ray L. Hill
day.
public drunkenness who w a a United Campus Ministry at (Marelle) Loafman of Murray four p.m.
Dr. Chiles was also ill on ber 18, from three to four p m.
Temperatures will average US 53906644
Christmas film strips will be
placed in the county jail in the Murray State University was Route One, Mrs. Oran (Doris)
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, librar- Sunday, December 8, and Rev
near the normal 41-50 highs and Co. C 2nd Bn.
custody of Jailer, Huel Jones. the guest minister at the First Hopkins of Lincoln Park, Mich, ian, said Santa will welcome R. A. Stinker, retired Baptist shown during this special pro24-32 lows.
5th Cav 1st Cav. Div.
The regular patrolling of the Christan Church, Fulton, at the Mrs. J. W. (Roxie) Burkeen of visits from all children at these minister, was the speaker at gram for children, ages four
Precipitation will total near APO San Francisco,
and up
11 am. service on Sunday
county deputies continued.
the services that day.
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Willie hours this week.
an inch as rain about midweek. California 96490

Concert Is
Planned Here

iges

Findings Of Beautification
Committee Are Made Public

ax Russell
off•leer n
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If we ever wake up some morr '
ing feeling like that fellow on
TV who took a sleeping pill, it
will be quite an event.
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Aid

'The Dove of Peace has lost its
tail
gAt the very best 'twas kind of
frail.
It tried to fly across the neutral
zone
With hopeful heart that it could
find a home.
But do you know what one of
those Commies did?
Knocked off its tail feathers,
when he fired at his head.
With rudder gone, it wobbled
south,
ft•Vith the olive branch still in
its mouth.
, As the marksman's laughte:
ran in its ears,
It lit on the shoulder of a
woman of years.
And, with its wing, it brushed
away
Tear:, shed for the son,i who
had died that day."
:Very nice, thank you man.
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Home Here
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In Our 89th Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

156 atfor a 34
Benton
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484
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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Golden Anniversary

Apollo Astronauts Ready

To Blast Off On Saturday

Christmas Party Is
Held By Sociology
Club For Children

University School
Givi Books, Honor
Garrett Beshear

Mnor Accident Is
Reported Sunday

Two Persons Are
Treated, Hospital

Brother Of Local
Persons Succumbs

Austin PTA Plans
For Meet Tonight

WEATHER REPORT

1

Rev. Earl
Is Guest Minister

Santa Claus To
Visit The Library

Send Christmas
Card To Service
Men From Calloway

4

Film Strips Will
Be At
Hour
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George Kennedy Rides High and Mighty •Vancil

Refuses To
Block Trial

Iv
ARCHERS
Centro!! Preaa Association
Correspondent
JAMES C. WILLIAMS PUBLISHER
HOLLY WOOD--It's rare
,t, hen success does NOT affect
We reserve the right to reject any Advertng. Letters to the Editor,
an actor---or anyone else, for
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beat
Ey
ANN
WOGO
that matter, but fame and a big
toterea of our Maar&
WASHINGTON Ste — The Sufortune have come to big
NATIONAL ftEPRIELENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO. 1509 preme Court hes refund to
George Kennedy and left him
Madiaon Ave.. Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y., block the Louna biel of New
the same.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich
The tall man is still the same
Orleans boanamaen Clay L.
genial, modest guy he was beEntered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission es Shaw on &areas of conspiring
fore he won an Oscar last April.
in the asaassiestioo of President
Second Clam Matter
And
he's still impressed by
John F. Kennedy.
IPUESCRIPTION RATES By Carrier In Murray. per week 25c, per
movie stars'. When he made
Without comment, the court
month $1.10 In Alloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50; issued a
"The Boston Strangler," he
brief order affirming a
Zonis 1 & A 0.00, Eivevadere $11.00 All service subscriptions $AM
stood in awe of Hank Fonda,
lower court decon which reand -The Good Guys and Bad
jected a move by Shaw to stop
"The OulateashIng Clete Asset el a CesaniunIty le the
Guys" had him admiring Bob
the prosecution.
belegray et Its Newspaper"
Mitchum.
The action clears the way for
However, George admits his
Jim Garrison, New Orleans itscircumstances have changed
MONDAY — DECEMBER 16, 1968
tract attorney, to proceed with
considerably. "It's a very fat
the trial of the 55-year-old retime for me land my agent),"
tired businessman. It does not
he laughed. and I have to say
close the door to possible furwe love it."
ther appeals to the Supreme
• • •
B• UNITED P1LESE DfTESNATIONAL
Court by Shaw after the trial.
WELL, he should. After years
In his appeal for an injuncof playing the mean guys you'd
Recognize the guy on the left'
NEW YORK — Israeli Defense banister Moshe Day- tion to bar the trial. Shaw conlove to take a sock at--if you
It's George Kttnnedy, mode up
were tall enough and he was
an, agreeing with President-elect Richard M. Nixon's tended that Garrison was using
for a role. At right is Gestapo
securely bound—Kennedy is now
Middle East ernisary, William Scrantim, that the United him "as a pawn and a patsy
Kennedy as h• looks todayw
a major star and producers
States should strengthen its relations with Arab coun- in a bad faith prosecution aimthink about him for leading for the film (but lost out to Marvin since "Cat Ballott" ed
solely
at
"securing
a
juditries
roles. He now can take his Rod Steiger).
he hasn't stopped getting offers
"I personally would like to see more influence of the cial forum for his attacks on
choice from hero-to-heavy. And
Now, Kennedy has again in the six-figure bracket since
the Warren report."
United States in Arab countries and less by the Soviet
upcoming, maybe a lover boy, changed appearance somewhat, his Oscar
The report issued by a specwe kidded him. And we believe but in a similar-type change of
Union."
"This is a whole new world.
ial commission headed by Chief
he blushed!
• character. He plays a once-no- hard to believe," Kennedy adJustice Earl Warren held that
It all happened to George On torious outlaw who goes over to mits. "But I love it and I love
CHICAGO — Dr. Donald Hackman a Chicago dent- Lee Harvey Oswald had acted
the night of April 10 when Pat- the side of the law, a bad guy the idea of being wanted anti
ist, telling why he dons a surgical mask before working alone in assassinating Kennedy
WHEATON, ILL, (Special) - mankind today.
ty Duke opened that
turned good guy.
1 meeting the kind of people who
in Dallas on Nov 2Z 1963.
Except for their modern clothing Listen in on a discussion of a naming him the winner envelope
on patients
of -Best
The action for new roles are doing the asking."
Shaw
was
indicted by a grand and the air-conditioning in the short passage, John 7:33-35, as Actor in a Supporting Role" in started for George
"As far as the flu goes, I'm a virgin and I have no
•
•
•
as soon as
jury on March 22, 1967, on a room, the men might have been an example. The King James the Academy Awards
intention of catching it."
ceremony he was nominated for "Luke"—
THE post-Oscar roles include.
charge of conspiring with Os- straight out of the early 17th Version reads.
at Santa Monica Civic Audi- before he was even declared a In addition to "Good Guys and,
ward, David W. Ferris and un- century,
"Then said Jesus unto them, torium.
winner. He still recalls the en- Bad Guys," "Boston Strangler,'"
WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Clark M. Clif• • •
named others to assassinate
They sat, with coats off and 'Yet a little while am I with you
tire period of his life in utter "Guns of the Magnificent Sevford, urging South and North Vietnamese to quit squab- Kennedy.
Oswald wee slain by shirt sleeves rolled up, around and then I go unto him that sent
"I WON'T say I was nervous." amazement
en" and "Gaily Gaily."
bling over procedural questions at the Paris peace talks Jack Ruby two days after
• • •
the a square table piled high with me, Ye shall seek me, and shall said George, "but when Patty
Outside the fact he's been
and get down to serious negotiations:
said
assassination and Ferrie died venerable
the
magic words, I
"SUDDENLY I was getting bouncing from one set to anbooks. And like their not find me: and where I am,
slammed
my right hand on my offers to STAR in pictures I other, life has remained about
"Each day and each week that they delay, more men shortly after the grand jury
distinguished predecessors who thither ye cannot come.'
thigh so hard the bruise didn't couldn't even have gotten a the same for the big guy who
action. Shaw pleaded innocent
are dying on the battlefield of South Vietnam."
"Then said the Jews among heal for weeks."
worked in similar fashion at the
And, we might small role in before the nomi- saw combat as an infantryman
to the charge.
behest of England's King James, themselves, Whither will he go, add, that when. George bear- nation," he claims modestly.
In World War II and then
SAIGON — A U.S. government spokesman, explainthey were translating ancient Sc- that we shall not find him? Will hugged us as we greeted him in
"After I won, it was incredi- stayed in the Army for
ing the purpose of repatriating seven captured North
he go unto the dispersed among the wings of the theater as he ble! I was getting scripts, books, years. He still lives in the same
ripture into modern English.
Vietnamese sailors turned loose in the Gulf of Tonkin
They were seven scholars who the Gentiles and teach the Gen- came offstage with the statue, phone calls the works. It was house overlooking the San Ferwe, too, felt bruised for weeks!' the next day, as a matter of fact, nando Valley.
in a small boat:
had gathered in a dormitory of tiles?"
The Oscar, you recall, was that the arrangements were
Dr. Goddard : "The proposed
-The big change," George ad"It WBA intended as an action of good will that by United Press International Wheaton College to work togethToday is Monday, Dec. 16, the or for two weeks, Their aim; to translation for verse 35 is:'Whe- for "Cool Hand Luke" in which made for me to star in this pic- mits, is "I don't worry about
would hopefully lead to release of U.S. prisoners held
he played "Dragline," the brutal ture
which started almost the next job any more."
351st day of 1968 with 15 to hone and polish a sizable segment re does this man intend to go that
by Hanoi."
convict who changed character eight months later." (We pointHe's another actor who has
of the Gospel of John so that its we will not find him? Will he go
follow
completely to, finally, be
ed out to George that the same kicked the "Oscar jinx" right in
The moon is between its last timeless words might speak mo- out to where our people live as Paul Newman, also nominated
good fortune has followed Lee the pants.
,quarter and new phase.
re effectively to 20th century refugees among the Greeks and
The morning stars are Jupi- man; better yet, to 20th-century there teach the Greeks?"
ter and Mars.
young people.
Dr. Barker: "People today unThe evening stars are Saturn
The scholars made up one of
Fear thou not; for I am with thee; be not dismayed;
logical Seminary, Fort Worth lators prayerfully trusted God to
NOW YOU KNOW
and Venus.
the committees at work on the derstand 'refugees'. It may be
Texas,
bring His Word into the common by United Press International
for I am thy God: I will strengthen thee; yea, I will
On this day in history:
new translation sponsored by the better than 'the dispersed' or
Professor Stek said his cornm- language of the people. We can
The real name of Harry Houhelp thee. —Isaiah 41:18.
In 1773, the Boston Tea Par- New York Bible Society. It is an 'diaspora', but does 'refugees'
For the child of God helplessness is counteracted by ty took place. American pat- eight-year undertaking just now really fit? The Jews who were ittee's initial work this year is to surely say that of ourselves." dini, the magician famous for
lay down policies to be followed
The sponsoring organization, his sensational escapes, was
divinely supplied strength and help.
riots, dressed like Indians, getting under way. It is expected living among the Gentiles, or
the New York Bible Society, is Ehrich Weiss.
boarded a British vessel in Boa- eyentuallyete eagige the efforts Greeks, were riot really refugees in translating the Old Testament.
One of the oldest Bible Societies
ton Harbor and threw .$41 , of more ilitn l2Lle scholIrs in our understanding of the word. He added:
"We will not attempt to resol- In the world. It was organized
Abraham Lincoln was the
chests of tee overboard to pro- l•plus tinurnbered advisors and They lived there by choice."
Dr. Longenecker: "How about ve problems of theological inter- in December, 1809, and antedates first president to wear a beard,7
consultants.
tuati°11.
• • •
pretation. The views of the var- the American Bible Society by
I
1635
ro rt loss
The men at Wheaton were con- 'to where our peoplelive scatterLEDGES•TIMIS YHA
The smallest state capital
placed at S20-million when a cerned primarily with the New ed among the Greeks and there ious communions should have no seven years. Its president is
effect on the faithful translation. John J. Kubach and its Executive the United States is Carson
fire broke out in New York Testament. They were: Dr. Rich- teach the Greeks?'"
Our task is to make our work as Director, the Reverend Youngve City, Nev.
Samuel CI. Bell has received his M. D degree from City It was so bad a fire that
informal
an
comvote,
With
the
ard Longenecker of Trisity Evan• • •
close
to the original as we can R. Kindber g
the University of Tennessee Medical School in Memphis, Philadelphia firemen were call- gelical Divinity
rendering
agreed
this
mittee
on
School, DeerfieThe
National
Safety Council
get
in
modern
language
and
leave
to
assist.
ed
Tenn., and will interne .at the John Gaston Hospital in
Id, Illinois; Drs. Glen W. Barker, of the verse.
says every three seconds someSome verses trouble the schol- the interpretation up to the teachMemphis. He is the son of Rev. and Mrs. George W. Bell.; In 1944, the Germans launch- J. Ramsey Michaels and Burton
one will be injured in an, acDeaths reported today are J L. "Jake" Bean, age 87,1 ed their last great World War L. Goddard of Gordon Divinity ars deeply. Indeed the same ver- ers in the various denominations, Ingenious
cident; every five minutes
Collector
thus serving all groups."
II
attack
with
the
Battle
of
the
students
ses
Bible
bothered
have
and Miss Bell Enoch, age 85.
School, Wenham, Massachusetts;
MONTEVIDEO, U r u g.0 a y someone will die from one.
Dr. Earl S. Kalland said the
ellge in Belgium.
• • •
down through the ages. John 8:38
Dr. Clarence Hale of Wheat
Dr. Harry Sparks, head of the Murray State College (UPII—Eduardo de Leon Ferscholars
working
In 196.5, some 15,000 persons
on
the
project
The bobwhite quail thrives in
College; Dr. S. Lewis Johnson, was such a verse. In the King
reira. 31, had an ingenious
Education Department, spoke on -The World of Educa"make up a wider representation
were feared dead when a cycmethod of collecting weapons. small, cultivated areas, weed*
Jr. of Dallas Theological Sem- James Version, it reads:
tion" at a recent meeting of the Alpha Department of lone hit Pakistan.
of church communions than ever
"I
speak
which
seen
that
I
have
He would enter a bar, an- fence borders and hedgerows
inary, Dallas, Texas; Dr. Homer
the Murray Woman's Club.
• • •
A thought for the day — A. Kent, Jr., Grace
with my Father: and ye do that before attempted in the history nounce he was a policeman and
Theological
Mr. and Mrs Ebert Anderson will celebrate their Henry Louis Mencken
of
the
Immigration
church."
into California
then
confiscate
any knives or
said: Seminary, Winona Lake, Indiana; which ye have seen with your
golden wedding anniversary at their home on Murray "Injustice is relatively
The New and Old Testament guns found on the patrons. has averaged about 1,000 pereasy to and Dr. Edwin H. Palmer, Exec- father,"
day almost every year
Route ne on December 21
The words are those of Jesus Committees are actually the sec- Weapons made of gold or silver sons
beat, what stings is justice."
utive Secretary of the Committee
ond stage in a complex system especially delighted him. His since 1950
crowd.
to
the
The
Greek
ancient
• • •
on Bible Translation, a 15-memset up by the overall Committee racket ended when he tried to
ber group which will oversee the text left 'your father' open to
The Los Angeles metropoliconfiscate the weapon of a real
on
Bible
Translation
to
insure
Robertson's Record
quite opposite meanings. It could
entire pro)ect.
tan area includes more than
plainclothes policeman
DES MOINES (UPI)—Oscar
either mean God or Satan. The maximum consultation and anal80 separate incorporated cities
•
ysis.
•
•
Like the other scholars who King James translators took it to
Robertson. now with the Cin• • •
cinnati Royals of the National will work on the translation, they mean the latter and left 'father'
!ADGER •TOW ME
The birthstone for September
The spine-tailed swift hae
translations
done
Initial
are
is the sapphire
Basketball Association, holds are men who have a "high view of un capitalized.
been timed at flying speeds upby five-man teams, each charged
wards of 200 miles an hour.
Dr. Johnson: "It is very easy
Heavy rains swelled rivers and streams in this area the college scoring record for Scripture", believing that the
Veterans Memorial Auditorium Bible is God's Word and given to
with handling portions of Scripto infer that our Lord meant that
on December 14 and 15 with what is thought to be a
In Des Moines.
man by the inspiration of the their 'father' was Satan since lure. When the work is at its
record rainfall of 3.10 inches.
Robertson scored 40 points Holy Spirit.
The translation shall later on he was saying it more height, some twenty of these
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Turner of Murray and Mr. and for the University of Cincinteams will be producing tentative
be designed to communicate the plainly."
1411 Olive Blvd.
Mrs. A. J. "Stine" Burkeen of Dexter Route One will nati in a game against Drake
translations.
truth
of
God's
revelation as effDr. Longenecker: "This is ab— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
celebrate their 56th wedding anniversary on December In January. 1959.
Testament
New
and
CommOld
ectively as possible to English out as tough a verse as any we've
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3852
ittees, composed Of chairmen of
—.readers in the language of the had to date."
4
Sr.. Jean Lowe Ryan, Lomax Big Bend National Park in people. In this respect, the Co-- The translators, differing with the teams, then review these suggested translations, make changMeat!' White, and James Bernard Whitnell of Murray Texas includes 708.221 acres of mmittee's goal is that of doing the King James Version,
decided
desert, mountains and canyons. for our own times that which
where needed and pass them
are enrolled at Indiana University this semester.
the that Christ was really giving a es
• • •
The opening sales for the 1948 crop of dark fired
King James Version did for its command to obey God, the Fath- on to one General Editorial CoTexas has about one-fifth
mmittee for further review. Whday.
10bacco has been set for January 3, 1949, on the local the
er, rather than accusing them
sheep in the United States.
en this group finishes with the
1000e leaf floors.
following
•
their
•
of
father, the
•
work, it then goes to the overall
How do they work? Slowly - Devil. Accordingly, they
transAmerica's highest recorded
Committee on Bible Translation.
at
times,
almost
painfully
as
lated
John
follows:
8:38
wind
as
"you
velocity
was
231
miles
per
Venezuelan Claim
The latter two committees met
they pore over the ancient Greek then must now do what you
hear
CARACAS (UPI. - Venezu- hour on Mount Washington. texts for
clues as to the exact the Father telling you." But they In succession this summer after
I.. us ter the money you
N.H.
ela has 1,750 miles of coaltline
• • •
meaning and intent. Yet they did put into a footnote that the the sessions in Wheaton and Deneed to make this a reel
It has an area of 352.150 square
Holiday season. You'll enjoy
East Aurora. N.Y is west of are conscious of the need to use opposite rendering was possible. nver.
miles within its present frondoing business where you're
language that has meaning for
Coming from different theolotiers but claims another 60 000 Aurora. N.Y
While the New Testament Coalways No. l--never a Wasquare miles of the territory of
mmittee was meeting at Wheat- gical backgrounds, it is only natllowa computer number.
continuous Showing neighboring Guyana. a former
on, a parallel Old Testament ural that there will be differ epees
British colony which gained
of
From 1 pm Daily
opinion.
Committee was meeting at DenSays Dr. Goddard:
SEE US FOR A
independence in 1966.
ver to work on pratsages from th- "We ae finding that the tranHOLIDAY
ree books: Joshua, Judges, and slating is a very rewarding but
Oberlin College in 1833 bePsalms. It included Professors taxing type of activity. We don't
came the first US. college to
see eye to eye. We know
R. Laird Harris, Covenant Then
Theo- adopt co-education.
logical Seminary, St. Louis, Mi- that it may not be possible to
ssouri; Earl S. Kalland, Conser- please 100 percent of all the
The French lasning fleet
vative Baptist Theological Sem- Christians tat we hope the work
comprises 13 906 vessels
inary, Denver; John Stek, Calvin will be useful. We think it will.
Theological Seminary, GrandRa- "Some may not like it because
A Frenchman has to work
pids, Michigan; and Larry Wal- it will sound like our beloved
36 minutes to earn enough to
V V
I usrvi ink
,vvo
ker. Southwestern Baptist Tho- King James Bible. Those transbuy a doeen eggs, compared
with eight minutes for an
American
•-•-•••earalleirsesseareelleleOsPersreeteeee.e.enaleowetere•••41.4.040411,4141
• • •
The city of El Paso. Tex, is
Sensible Terms to
built on a site first established
Fit Your Budget
by Juan Maria Ponce de Leon
in 1827
• • •
The -Miss Grain Sorghum
of the Nation- beauty pageant
Is held each year in Dimmitt
Tex
• • •
The Boston Police DepartN. 4th Street
ment was the first city police
203 So. 5th Street
753-1813
Murray, Ky.
1
department organized in the
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Mighty °Vandy ToHost

LEDGER

MEET
NO.
4
TO
KENTUCKY
BowlingGreen
SPORTS UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Onside Kick Proves To
TIMES

NASHVILLE MD — Vanderbilt basketball coach Roy Skinas' says the Coainuxiores' de'Tense may finally be coming
around,
The
Commodores
opened
their Southeastern Conference
season with a 102-87 win over
stubborn Mississippi State Saturday night, and it was the
first time in five starts Vandy
has held its opponent to under
94 points.
Vanderbilt
hocks
Bowling
areen tonight

Tom Landrey, now head
football coach of the NLF Dallas Cowboys, was a bomber pilot in World War II
•

•

•

on the left'
say, made up
ight is GeoAge
looks toda.)7
!

Al Sherman, coach of the
New York Football Giants, was
a 1942 cum Laude graduate
Strom Brooklyn College.

;at Benoitgetting offers
bracket since

Virginia Van Wie is the only
woman ever to win the Women's Amateur Golf title three
years running-1932-33-34
• • •
Paul Brown of the AFL Bengals is now in his 34th year
of football coaching.
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•

•Supreme Court Justice Byron
White won All-American acOaim at the University of Colo• rado as a football, basketball
and baseball star.
• • •
John Rauch, coach of the
AFL Raiders, was in four college bowl games as quarterback
for the University of Georgia,
1945-48
• • •
• The longest World Series
game ever played was a 14-inning battle won by the Boston
Red Sox over the Brooklyn
Dodgers in 1916.
•

•

•

Jim Brown ran for 106
touchdowns, an NFL record.
during his nine years with the
Cleveland Browns.
• • •
111
Earle Sande, the great Jockey, rode his first winner in
New Orleans, says the Louisiana Tourist Commission.
•

•

•

UCLA Director of Athletics
J. D. Morgan coached the
Bruin tennis team to seven
NCAA championships,
• • •
University of Southern Caliefornia track and field performers have won 16 individual
Olympic titles_
• • •
Bruce Gossett, placekicker
for the Los Angeles Rams,
booted 28 field goals during
1966 to set the NFL record.
•

•

•

Walter Alston, manager of
the Los Angeles Dodgers since
A1954, Is the dean of current
Mnajor league mentors.

Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor

Be Turning Point
In Liberty Game
By DAVID MOFFIT
'ed to blame the 120 yards in
UPI Sports Writer
penalties as the deciding fac— Vir- tor in the game, didn't agree
MEMPHIS, Term.
ginia Tech coach Jerry Clai- with Vaught.
borne can complain all he wants
"That wasn't the turning
to about the officiating in hag point," said Claiborne. "Its was
teams 34-17 liberty Bowl loss just a bad kick that didn't go
to Misdasippi but the hard-run- farenough. The turning point
ning Gobblers' real trouble was was tailback Steve Hindraan's
their inability to throw the foot- 79-yard run on the first play
ball.
of the second half. Good grief,
There was no doubt about we should have stopped him."
Virginia Tech's ability to run.
Claiborne said he was "really
The Gobblers rolled up 330 concerned" about the officiatyards on the ground against the ing. "Those penalties killed us,"
Rebels. But they completed on- he said. "You can't have any
ly one of seven passes for a kind of offense with that many
mere two yards and had two in- penalties. I think you will find
tercepted, including one that that one official he didn't say
was run back 70 yards by mon- which one called 90 per cent of
sternian Bob Bailey to break those penalties."
open an up-to-then close conClaiborne, reportedly in line
test.
for the head coaching job at
After scoring two touchdowns Baylor, wouldn't say whether
in the opening two minutes 17 he is considering leaving Virseconds, the Gobblers had three ginia Tech But he did say that
more golden opportunities be- he expected to talk with the
fore the midway point of the Southwest Conference school.
second period. But Mississippi,
realizing
that Tech
either
SMITH BREAKS NECK
wouldn't, or couldn't, throw the
ball, jammed the line and the
WASHINGTON ITS — J I m
Gobblers were forced each time
to settle for field goal tries— Smith, rookie safetyman for the
Washington Redskins, suffered
and made good on only one.
Mississippi coach Johnny a broken neck in Sunday's 14-3
Vaught, whose teams have ap- Redskin victory over the Depeared in bowl games 12 con- tnait Lions.
Smith collided
with teamsecutive years, admitted the
Gobblers' running attack caught mate Jim Carroll after an inthe Rebels flatfooted at first, complete pass play.
"We had to change our deBIANCHI AHEAD
fense," said Vaught. "We were
geared for them to run inside
PORT AUGUSTA, South Ausat the first of the game but
they went outside. They could tralia UPT — Italian driver L.
have really hurt us if they could Bianchi took over the lead in
have thrown the hall during the London-to-Sidney 10,000that early period when they 'mile marathon race.
Bianchi moved into first place
were in control."
The turning point came late when Ford driver G. Staepalaein the opening quarter when ra of Germany lost eight points
Claiborne got greedy. Following between MoraLana Creek and
a field goal that gave Tech a Bracluna in South Australia.
17-0 lead, Clairobne called for
DEFENDS TITLE
an onsides kickoff — and it
backfired The ball failed to go
SAN REMO, Italy UPS —
the necessary 10 yards and Mississippi moved in on the pass- Italy's Nino Benevenuti retaining of sophomore quarterback ed his world middleweight
Archie Manning to its first tou- championship with a 15-round
decision over American Don
chdown.
"That gave us field position," Funnier
said Vaught who called the
MANILA lin — Pedro Adigue
come-from-behind victory his
of the Philippines outpointed
"sweetest yet.
"After we scored, it spurred American Adolph Pruitt over
15 rounds to capture the World
us on."
Claiborne, who was deterrnin Boxing Council version of the
world junior welterweight title.

Louisiana Tech Rolls Over Akron
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. amt which has been played herel
—Louisiana Tech quaerterbsick throughout its five-year history,
GAME POSTPONED
threw two will be moved elsewhere next
Terry Bradshaw
touchdown passes in a darling season. The NCAA is expected
ATLANTA IllPt — The Na*aerial display and ran for two to discuss posable sites for the
more PeOrea as the Bulldogs 1969 game at a January meet- tional Basketball Association
game between the Atlanta
downed Akron 33-13 in the ing.
Hawks and the Sian Diego RockGrantland Rice Bowl Saturday.
NAMATH JET'S MVP
ets was postponed Sunday when
Only some 2,500 persons bravthe Rockets were unable to
ed sub-freezing temperatures,
MUHL Oro — Joe Namath leave New York because of bad
'stiff winds and an off-and-on
snowfall as Tech wrapped up was elected Most Valuable Play- weather.
the NCAA Mideast ° Regional er of 1968 by his teammates
San .Dieg.kad lost 63‘ the
Small College grut chigopion- on the New York Jets.
Last year Narnath was voted New York Knickerbockers in
ship.
,A The Sma l I turnout in all pro- offensive captain by his fellow New York Saturday night 112105.
means the Rice Bowl, players.

Murray State
Over Canisius

Tennessee Triumps In Volunteer Classic

0 1 2 2
By United Press International sel's 26 points, upped as record Alabama
0 1 2 2
The Kentucky Wildcats try to to 3-1 Saturday night by beat- Mississippi
0 1 2 2
Miss. St.
enhance their No. 4 national ing Pennsylvania 102-78.
Vats Win Classic
ranking in basketball this cornIn other Saturday games,
ing weekend when they host the
BUFFALO, N.Y.—The Mur- with 25 points, hitting 10 of 15 University of Michigan and then Tennessee, which ,beat Oklaeither Army or Bradley in their homa 56-49 Friday, baat Southray State University Thorough- from the field and five of six at
ern Illinois 54-41 to win the VolKentucky Invitational
breds rolled to their sixth the line, Junior forward Claude
Four other Southeastern cage unteer Classic; Vanderbilt, led
straight triumph of the 1968-69 Virden pumped in 16 points and
face tournament play Fri- by Tom Hagan's 33 points, beat
basketball season here Saturday junior guard Frank Streety
Mississippi State 107-82; Tpday and Saturday.
night, turning back Canisius 76- cashed in 15 for the Racers.
Vanderbilt will host the Van- lane beat LSU 101-99 in double
67.
Murray. playing by far its derbilt Invitational which also overtime despite a 55-point perThe Racers were to leave New best performance of the season, includes Kansas State, North formance by "Pistol Pete" MaraYork by plane today en route to made very few floor errors — Carolina State and Rice; Mis- vich; Auburn beat Ole Miss 75Lawrence, Kansas where they only 11 against 17 by Canisius. sissippi State will be in the 64 and Virginia Tech handed
will take on highly-regarded Uni- The Thoroughbreds overcame an Bayou Chunk at Lafayette, la., Florida State its first loss, 77versity of Kansas Monday night. early lead by the host five to along with Baylor. Hawaii and 74.
In another Friday night game,
Kansas was ranked among the go ahead for the first time mid- Southeweat Louisiana; Georgia
Tech will be at the Sun Bowl Alabama topped winless Miami
top five teams in the nation beway through the first half.
tournament in El Paso with 85-72.
fore losing to Wisconsin, which
Canisius led only one more Oklhoina City, Texas at El Paso
Maravich, who set a national
dropped them into the second
time in the game, 23-21 with five and Loyola of Ulinois; and Mi- record with his 43.8 average
ten.
minutes left in the opening 20 ami will be in the Marshall W. Last year as a sophomore, is
The Racers shot 49.7 per cent
Va. Tournament with Marshall, now averaging 48.3 after three
from the field against Canisius
minutes, Murray continued its Yale arid
outings. No. 2 scorer in the
Maryland.
to score only their second triassault in the second half, movThere also is a flurry of Southeast is 6-foot-11 Bob Lienumph in six starts against the , ing to a 46-31 lead in the first
Southeastern Conference action hard of Georgia at 27 while
New Yorkers. Murray cashed in
four minutes after taking
38- this week with Florida at Ala- leading the Bulldogs to a 4-0
29 halftime advantage.
bama and Auburn at Miaseasip- start.
30 of 61 field shots and added
Tennessee, third in the na16 of 27 at the line to record the
The Racers' biggest peint pi State tonight, Florida at Louisiana State Wednesday and 'tion last season with a 50.9
win.
spread was 19 points, which they
,mark, leads the South in deSophomore forward Hector
held three times midway through Georgia at Louisiana State Sat
fense with a yield of 56 points
urday.
Bloridett filled the Racer nets
the final quarter.
Kentucky, paced by Dan Is- per game while Tulane, at 100,
is setting the offensive pace.
This week's scedule.
MONDAY: Florida at Mississippi State, Mississippi at Fur.
man, Bowling Green at Vanderbilt, Florida State at Louisville
and Texas at Tulane.
TUESDAY: Auburn at Southwest Louisiana, Florida at Louisiana State and Tulane at Missouri.
THURSDAY: Clemson at Alabama, Auburn at Louisiana
"TENNIS, ANYONE?" is the
Houston's
win
paced
Trull
Don
a two-yard run and Babe Parilli
name of this Norman Norell
Tech,
Furman
at
Georgia
and
pascoring
By GARY KALE
threw a three-yard scoring pass over Boston with two
creation shown in New York
Tulane
at
Illinois.
UPI Sports Writer
to Pete Lammons for other Jet sses to rookie end Jim Beirne. FRIDAY: Kentucky in the
TD's. Larry Csonka's one-yard Fullback Hoyle Granger ran for Kentucky Invitational, Missisrun put Miami on the scoreboard. two more Oiler scores.
sippi State in the Bayou ClasThe great American Football
sic, Venderbilt in the VanderA scorer's error discovered
League serial concludes its Webilt Invitational, Georgia Tech after the teams' departure restern Division episode next Sunin the Sun Bowl tournament and sulted in the University of
day, leaving the New York Jets
Miami in the Marshall Inivta- Kentucky and Kentucky Wesleyan playing to a 21-21 basstill guessing at their opponent
tional.
1918.
in the Dec. 29 title game.
SATURDAY: Finals of tour- ketball tie in
• • •
It was a case of hurry up and
naments plus Alabama vs. ArJim Ringo, who retired from
kansas in Little Rock, Auburn
wait for the Kansas CRY Chiefs
vs. Clemson in Birmingham, National Football League comas they rushed to beat Denver
1967 season
Wisconsin at Florida, Georgia petition after the
30-7 Saturday and then spent an
NFL record for conthe
holds
at
Louisiana State, Tennessee
anxious 24 hours until they could
secutive games played-182.
at Tampa and Southern Calilearn the Oakland outcome,
fornia at Florida State.
Oakland edged San Diego 3427 Sunday to tie Kansas City for
SEC Scoring Leaders
the Western Conference lead and
lisma
G Ni. PPG
force a playoff.
CLINCHES TIE
Maravich , LSI.: 3 145 48.3
Raider general manager Al
Lienhard,
Geo
4 108
37.0
Davis credits the Oakland team
DENVER 111.11 — Kansas City
Walk, Fla.
2 49 24.5 clinched a tie for the
with "a mental toughness" that
Western
Lssel, Ken.
4 96
24.0 Division utle of the American
enabled the Raiders tostave off
Casey, Ken.
4
93
23.3
Football League with a 30-7
the anxiety of knowing even a
Elliott, Ala.
4 90
22.3 triumph over Denver.
tie against the Chargers would
end their bid for a second straiSEC Standings
ght Western title.
Conf.
MINNESOTA WINS TITLE
In other games on the final
Team
W
W L
day of the regular season, the
Georgia
1 0 4 0
PHILADELPHIA UT —
New York Jets routed the Miami
Vanderbilt
1 0 2 2 nesota defeated
Philadelphia
Dolphins 31-7 and the Houston
Auburn
1 0 1 1 24-17 to win the NFL's
Central
Oilers bombed the Boston PatKentucky
0 0 3 1 Division title. Chicago's
28-27
riots 45-17,
Tennessee
0 0 3 1 loss to Green Bay was
the key
Daryle Lamonica threw three
Louisiana St
0 0 2 1 to the Vikings'
championship
touchdown passes as Oakland beFlorida
0 0 1 I
at San Diego in a game that the
National Broadcasting Company
televised to its completion and
set back each succeeding proPHILADELPHIA—Joe Kapp fin of the Minnesota Niking•
gram's starting time nine min- stands on his head after being dumped by Philadelphia Eagles
utes to accommodate football faback Nate Ramsey f24) in the second period.
506 W. Main "est
ns who were cheated on Nov, 17
Mess 7I$401
when the New York-Oakland game
was cut off with a minute of playing time remaining:
Lamonica passed 40 yards to The first American fighter to
Charlie Smith, 13 to Fred Het- become world middleweight
nikoff and 55 yards to Warren champion was Tom Chandler
on his scoring strikes. The Raid- when he defeated Dooney Harers' defense provided the other ris with bare knuckles in 23
touchdown when Roger Bird ran rounds April 13, 1867.
•
•
•
back a Hadl interception 22 yards. George Blanch booted field
goals of 28 and 18 yards for the
Kalamazoo college of MichiRaiders.
gan has played Notre Dame
Hadl threw one touchdown pa- seven times in football without
ss, a 62-yarder to Jacque Mack- ever scoring a point.
• • •
innon, and Ken Dyer recovered
an Oakland fumble in the end
George Blanda's eight suczone for another Charger TD. cessful point after touchdown
Dennis Partee booted four field kicks against New York in 1962
goals, they travelled 13, 34 40 is the all-time NFL record.
• • •
and 42 yards.
Elroy Hirsch of the Los AnLance Alworth won his pass
catching duel with New York's geles Rams caught touchdown
George Sauer, He caught five passes in 11 straight games
passes for 68. Sauer caught two during the 1950-51 season for
the NFL record.
Sunday for 66 receptions.
•
•
•
Co Saturday, Buck Buchanan
and Aaron Brown helped a sputtering Kansas City offense with The nrst game between Los
their defensive moves which pla- Angeles football powers USC
1929 with
ced them in the Denver backfield and UCLA was in
USC winning 76-0.
most of the game, The Chiefs
• • •
set a league record for fewest
St. Louis Cardinal teampoints allowed in a season, 170. mates Orlando Cepeda and
The Jets gave Emerson Boozer Tim McCarver ran 1-2 in vota full field trial against the Dol- ing for the National League's
phins to make sure he has re- Most Valuable Player award In
covered from an ankle injury. 1967.
• • •
He carried the ball 17 times for
California has more than
8$ yards. Joe Namath, voted the
ehib's most valuable player by 150,000 active surfers.
• • •
his teammates, set up New YoIn 1920 the Chicago Bears
with
a
71rk's first touchdown
compiled a 10-12. record and
yard pass to Bake Turner. Mat scored
169 points"while allowSnell then took it over from ing their opponents one touchthe six. Bill Mathis scored on down and an extra point

Oakland And Kansas
City In Play-Off For Title

Murray Loan Co. 1

MONEY HEADQUARTERS

It's
at
CHRISTMAS TIME
Thank You For Making Our

REECES
'

GRAND OPENING A SUCCESS

Here Is Our Christmas Gift To You

FREE

TO THE LUCKY WINNERS

Hart Schaffner & Marx

SPORT ENSEMBLE

•

$115°'
Rake

— also —

Hart Schaffner & Marx

SUIT

A Yak of

135
Nothing To Buy - Come In & Register
Drawing Dec. 24th - 5 pm - Don't Have To Be Present

ta.
5573

WARRINGTON—Lem Barney of the Detroit Lions, picks off a iiashington Redskins pass
the Hilt period.

REECE'S

am The STAG SHOP

519 510 West Mail - Murray, Kentucky
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Henry is chairman of Circle I
and Mrs. F. E. Crawford of the
Faith Doren Circle.
1199
During the social
freshments were sers.8
the beautifully appointed tea
table. The hall was decorated
throughout in the Christmas motif.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Robert
Alexander,
Lawton
Smith, David Henry, V. E.
Windsor, 0. C. Wrather, Helen
Lassiter, Lula Kyle, Leslie Putneat, and Will Broach.

war

.

s

Ws". 11444

Circle I. Faith
:Doran Circle Have
Special Meeting

11087 Mt
era tract
1980 F01
8813.

• ••

New Concord Club
Has Dinner Meet
Here Wednesday

Circle I and the Faith Doran
Circle of the Women's Society
of Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held
a joint meeting at the social
The New Concord Homemak, h.-..11 of the church on Tuesday, ers Club held its annual ChristDecember 10, at two o'clock in mas potluck dinner at the Comthe afternoon.
munity Centex on Ellis MVO
The program on "What They on Wednesday, December 11,
Were Saying In Bethlehem" at ten-thirty o'clock in the
was presented by Mrs. M.attie morning.
• Parker, Mrs. Autry Farmer,
Mrs. Louise Patterson, preMrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. sident, presided and Mn. T. R.
.Claude Farmer, Mrs. J. T. Sam- Edwards, secretary, read the
mons, Mrs. E. M. Lundquist, and minutes and called the roll.
Mrs. Carl Harrison.
Members answered with their
Mrs Joe Baker and Mrs. Au- favorite Christmas carol.
try Farmer read the scripture
The group voted to make a
from Matthew 1 and Luke 2:1- donation of ten dollars for cansleigh
holly,
and
snow
cheer.
bethat
A nine letter word
parties, the gayest. 17.
teen tickets for Western Bapgins with -C" and ends with bells and
"Joy to the World", "Silent tist Hospital. Mrs. John Wells
heartwarming holiday of
"S" spells Laughter and good most
the
In
A Song
was the pianist for the singing
ithe year, Christmas. It's so im- Night", 'There's
Came Upon A of carols by the members. Reportant to show affection and Air", and "It
were sung by creation was led by Mrs. Rainey
friendship with some small Midnight Clear"
Mrs. William Lovins.
token that means you remain- the group with
Britton directing and Mrs. LesGifts were exchanged a n d
piano.
sunstune friends were revealber the person and the day. lie Putnam at the
with
opened
The meeting was
way to show this
ed.
The Ptiebiao Sunday School What better
you have made' prayer by Mrs. Burnett WarierPreceding the potluck dinner,
Class of the First Baptist than a gift that
Crawford
E.
F.
Mrs.
field.
merriest
the
put
to
grace was sung by Miss Erin
14nettr Start now,
havea (11
will D.ciadwe
lAenli.y'
Chureh
Santa's eyes!:! greeted the guests and read a Motgomery. The center was
meeting at the Holiday Inn at I twinkle even in
skills to cre- poem by Dr. Frank Crane. Mrs. beautifully decorated for the
sewing
your
Use
be
will
8:30 p.m. Husbands
gifts. Start now, 0. C. Wrather closed the meet- occasion by Mrs. Edwin IL Ha,
attractive
ate
guests.
prayer.
•••
90 there will be no last minute ing with
gen.
Preceding the meeting bus'
- Catherine C.
The next meeting will be held
The Women of St. John's Christmas rush
separheld
were
sessions
mess
8 at one p.m. at the
January
Episcopal Church will meet at Thompson. S e.
.ately by the circles. Mrs. David
home of Mrs. Maude Name,
the home of Mn. Michael StecThe rock salt often used on
ask, 497 Meadowlane, at 7:30
icy walks and steps leaves
white marks on shoes and boots
•••
unless removed promptly RubbTuesday, December 17
-lathered
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- ing briskly with a well
to keep
der of the Rainbow for Girls sponge is quick therapy
long.
winter
all
clean
footwear
at
supper
will have a potluck
vinyl or other
six p.m at the Masonic Hall Mose made of
only
honoring majority members. synthetic material need
but leathThe regular meeting will fol- this sudsy treatment,
er should be waxed from time
low.
•• •
to time. - Mrs. Barletta Wrather.
The Brooks Cross Circle of
•••
the W.SC-S of the First United' What should you look for
Methnsiist Church will meet at
when selecting a poinsettia' If
the United Campus Ministry at
buying a poinsettia, choose a
7:30 p.m.
plant that has good bract size
•••
and color. Depending on the
The Christian Women's Fel- plant, bracts may be red, white.
lowship of the First Christian or pink. Bracts expand and ",i1Church is scheduled to meet at or fully just before the tiny,
the home of Mrs. Harlan Hod- yellowish flowers open. Buy a
By Abigail Van Buren
ges at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. W. C. plant that is just beginning to
Duncan will have the program flower and it will last longer.
DEAR ABBY With the holidays lust around the corner. I'd
and Mrs. R. L. Wade the wor- A poinsettia that is shedding
to say something about the way some people "entertain
like
ship.
pollen will soon begin to detor
I entertain guests in MY home, I invite them into my
When
•• •
iorate Pollen from the flowers
a party,
The Calloway County Assoe- appears as a yellowish powder LIVING ROOM I have friends who invite us over for
istion for Retarded Children is' on the bracts; if you see much and everybody is herded down the basement. It's fixed up real
scheduled to meet at Robert. of this, you'll know the flower. nice down there, but it's always a little bit damp and dark and
son School at 7:30 p.m.
uncomfortable. Besides. I resent getting all dressed up to stand
.ng period is almost over.
•••
around in somebody's cellar
gra-Maxine Griffin.
t
•• •
Wednesday, December 111
What are these people afraid of' That somebody might
The Nature's Palette Garden
RuTinz
Have you started your holimess up their living room'
Club will mczt at the Coin day baking? Now is a good time
munity Center, Ellis Drive, at before the hustle and bustle of
DEAR RUTHIE: There is no defense for people who
10:30 a.m. Hostesses will be the few days before the holiday. emertala in a basement that's "damp. dark, and uncomfortaLola Fisk, Ruth Eversmeyer, Many of your breads, cakes, ble." But the way some careless guests handle their cigarettes
and Nova Douglass. Gift ex- cookies, etc. will freeze and
and chinks, they should be entertained in a BARN!
change with cost not to exceed msivdain their original quality.
$1.50 will be held.
Then when the time comes they
• ••
DEAR ABBY I have always had the feeling that my
are ready for serving or for
mother-in-law ne,.er cared for me very much altho heaven
The Pottertown Homemakers giving as a gift. For more inClub will meet at the Holiday formation, contact your local knows I have tried my best to make her like me. I married her
Inn at 10-30 ani.
Extension office for informat- favorite son. but I am far from her favorite daughter-in-law.
•••
What bothers me most is this: Everywhere you look in her
ion on "Freezing Prepared and
The Rho Chapter of Alpha Cooked Foods". ILE. 3-3-3. - house you see pictures of her "children"-sons, daughters,
Delta Kappa will have a party Patricia Everett.
and their husbands and wives, but there is not one picture of
S 'S
at the home of Mrs. Agnes
me.
GroMrs.
Virgil
with
McDaniel
SOAP TO THE RESCUE I gave her a big tinted picture of me in my wedding gown,
gan and Mrs. Joanna Sykes as Washing isn't the only thing
I have never seen it displayed anywhere. Since that time I
but
cohostesaes.
that soap can do, so look at
•••
have given her ether pictures of me. but she hasn't put any of
your cake of soap in a new
The Wadesboro Homemakers: light. You'll be surprised by its them out either I am not an ugly girl, Abby. In fact people say
the prettiest-of hoe4sur-daughters-in-law Club wii meet • at -the -Triangle. marry htdden - uses - such u
Inn at 11.30 a.m, for the Christ- to stop leaks and nylon runs, to
I keep asking my husband what his mother has against me
aias luncheon.
tame unruly eyebrows, to lubri- and he says, "Nothing." What should I do' About the pictures,
•••
HURT
cate tacks and nails, to pick up
I mean'
The Children's Concert for Elvers of broken glass, etc.
DEAR HURT I'll tell you what NOT to do. Don't bog your
all city and county elementary What's your favorite "difficult
school children featuring the situation saved by a sliver or 'unhand about it. He is not his mother's keeper.
Capella Choir, directed by a bar of soap' - Mrs. Dean
Robert Bear, will be held at Roper.
DEAR ABBY My conscience is bothering me and I have
•• •
the University auditorium a t
other problems, too. I'm a 15-year-old girl who everybody
0:30 a.m. This is sponsored by
thinks is a "very nice girl" But I'm not as nice as they think I
HOW CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS
the Music Department of the
STARTED - Behind each
Murray Woman's Club.
•• •
My girl friend and I went to a movie one night and we let
Christmas custom and legend
ourselves be picked up by a couple of guys. They had a car so
A Yuletide program will be lies a wealth of forklore, much
we went for a ride afterwards, and we parked and made out
presented at the Locust Grove of which predates the nativity
Church of the Nazarene at 7:30 b:, centuries. As the customs (only light necking-nothing serious], but we really aren't
and legends passed from one "pickups" and we don't know what made us act like that.
•••
continent to another, from one
Well, I've seen this guy a couple of times on the sneak
The Oaks Country Club ladle, generation to another, their
since then, but he doesn't ever want to come in and meet my
will have a Christmas bridge m'sty origins were all but forparents, and all he ever wants is to go out and park with me. I
tten. and many changes
party at thd club at 930 am
really like this guy and he is on my mind day and night. How
wi ere made. We celebrate the
For reservations call Maxa birthday of Christ with Prayer
can I make it a respectable relationship? I feel ashamed and
Read 753-5178
FIFTEEN
dirty.
ind hymns But what of the
•••
other things that also are used
DEAR FIFTEEN: Even a "nice" girl cep act on an
Thursday, December 11
to celebrate Christmas, such
Impulse and behave foolishly ONCE. But she cheapens herself
The Lydian Sunday School as eating certain foods, giving
when she meets a boy "on the sneak" to make out with him. A
Class of the First Baptist gifts, decorating the home with
bey who refuses to meet a girl's parents is bad news Don't see
Church will have a potluck sup- greenery' All of these were depm. rived from our
Wet again.
per at the church at 8.30
pagen ancestors.
To the mingling of folklore of
roany civilizations, in many
CONEIDENT1 AI. TO 'THINKING ABOUT IT": Slow
lands and by many people, we
down, Soldier. If this is the kind of love that will last forever
owe the wonderful delights of
land that's the only kind worth marrying foil it will last until
Christmas as we know it toyou finish your hitch. If the girl has truly "reformed," she
day. - Miss Irma Hamilton.
won't object to your "sending for her" after you've returned
•• •
home and have had a chance to think about it objectively.
There is news in cotton as a
Itapidfleent MAGNAVOX
result of research. A cotton fabColor 17 sad 8tereo
Everybody bas a problem What's yours' For • personal
ric used in home furnishings is
reply write to Abby, Boa 69700, Los Angeles, Cal 90069 and
called kem9titch It is a veleveLEACH'S MUSIC A TV
teen glued to a foam back The
enclose a stamped, sell-addressed envelope.
Dixieland Center
glue can cause a shrinkage to
Phone 763-1676
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS' SEND et TO ARRY. ROI
give a pattern or ripple effect.
Oirillr TILL S•• Tit
Wee, LOS ANGELES.( Al, . mew FOR ABBY'S B001CLET
It can be treated for water repellency - Mildred W Potts. 'VOW TO WRITE LEITI2Its FOR ALL OCCASIONS."

SOCIAL CALENDAI

Not Entertained
In the Basement

New '11.95
BEATLE LP...
Our Price '8.88

FOR Si
Mustang
bassi gui
1497.

RECONE
ano. Phc
CAMERA
eras!!, N
Auto S-2
auto mat/
famous
Holland

LADIES DUSTERS
100% Acrylic Pile, 100'1, Cotton
Back. Completely washable.
Assorted colors and styles. 10-18.

$6.22
LADIES FULL
LENGTH DUSTERS

LITTLE FOLKS ANIMAL SLIPPERS (6413-6419)
Cuddly, comfy, cute as their favorite stuffed toys!
Colorful plush uppers. soft foam lining In pastels
and bright lollipop colors. Sizes 4-12. Reg. $1.96.
SPECIAL 1130

•

Washable or Dry Clean. Assorted
colors. 10-18.
Styles and

$9.33
LADIES PADDED BRA GOWN OR
PADDED BRA BABY DOLL PAJAMAS
Assorted colors 32-38.

•

NEW DE
range, re
8719.
•

Long or Short Length. S-M-L _ 91.77-13.54
92.66-$4.33
PAJAMAS, 32-40
Both have assorted styles and colors.

OLD FAS
brittle, fri
Phone 75
ery. Spon
Departmel

ROUND 1
gan stool
items. Ph
8:00 p. in

Assorted styles and colors. S-M-L.

Ladies 80% Acetate, 20% Nylon Brushed

ATTENT
Try Ledg
ply Depa
type net
Tape, pm
markers,
telephone
hold bue
more iter
are wellhome. Fe
box of 5C
for only
place-Ti
fice Supr
ONE GO(
Phone 49:

Special Purchase!76
FLUFF SCUFF 16981) warm comfy flannel lined
vamp with shaggy manmade fleece uppers and Innersole Cushioned sole for lounging comfort Sizes 5-10.
In assorted colors.

ENLARG
lands
of the
larger ft
See it at

SPECIAL

•

CARPET
Bring 'ern
Use Blue
shampooer
Store.

CLEAN ca
Lustre ma
Rent elec
Western

WOMENS FOAM LINED SLIPPER (e346) Leisurely
comfort combined with attractive styling Easy-clean
manmade uppers with padded heel and floral foam
lining for super softnees Sizes 5-10 in blue Reg. $1.99.

•

FORDFEF
cellent cc
blade, nev
and one
753-6210

35 WEAIN
753-4404.

SERV

6 ros YOUI

=PAIRS
FREE esti
05'416-495

MENS & BOYS CORDUROY SLIPPER (6650-61560).
Comfort slipper crafted In corduroy. Terrycioth lining
and comfortable cushion crepe sole. Sizes: Mena 81-12,
Boys 31-6, in brown. Regular $2.99.

NOTICE: i
Vacuum el
ars, irons,
appliances.
Maple.

INS U R.
ESTATE

LADIES BRA-SLIP

SPAN
205 S. 41

White, mint or yellow. 32A-36C.

$2.54 & $3.54
LADIES 100% NYLON TRICOT
SLIPS

SPECIAL
MEWS FOAM LINED LOUNGER 18620). Comfortable
as his may chair! Supple vinyl uppers, completely
foam lined. /31aes 81-12, in brown. Regular $3.79

32-40

$3.54

SPErIAL

, Nylon or 100'7
100'7
, Acetate. Wide choice of
colors, including red and black. 5.8.
Priced from . . .

370 to 880

Ref]
1 1966
Housetrail
c I uding
Radio - Ste
with 2-ton
Vv'estingho
dryer
Also:
'67 Doe
hardtop, d
nice ear
'67 SOO I
'64 350
miles.
If intere
above, call
• Gedric
of Murray

assfamemma

emmomena

LADIES BIKINI PANTIES
Nylon, stretch, lace or acetate. Assorted styles
and colors. 5-7

TOUCHDOWN! BOYS FOOTBALL SLIPPER 1643s)
Comfort mores in a flannel-lined ankle style Easycare vinyl uppers with colorful football design-just
for kicks. Rises 5-3. In brown. Regular $1 96.

HW

Well
Panel
NewLn
carpe
mixer

1
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Safety and Savvy

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

1967 CHRYSLER Custom New- NEWLY OPENED in Murray, a
port, 4-door sedan with factory studio specualzing in weddings
air, power steering and brakes. and line portraiture. For ap1967 Opal Cadet Sport coupe. pointment call 'FLUB'S
STUDIO,
Cain and Taylor Gull Station,
1967 MODEL D47 Allis-Chaim- corner of 8th and Main D-16-C 223 South 13th. 753-3007.
D- TFNC
era tractor, plow and disc. Also
1982 CHEVROLET Impala 21960 Ford 2-ton truck. Call
EVERY
MONDAY
night,
5:00
8815.
D-16-P door hardtop, 283 automatic
transmission. 1985 Chevrolet Im- p. as. to 10:00 p. as., 6 fried
RECONDITIONED upright pi- pala 4-door sedan, factory air, ekleken,
whipped
potatoes,
ano. Phone 753-3123.
D-17-C power steering and brakea. LO- country gravy, role slaw, tells
and butter, $1.00. Holiday Inn,
CAMERAS, CAMERAS, Cam- cal car, new tires. Cain and Hwy. 641 South,
Murray, 11y.
Taylor
Station.
Gulf
Corner
of
eras!!! New at Hollands. Konica
Dec.-30-C
6th
Main.
and
D46
-C
Auto 5-2, 35 mm range finder,
automatic electric eye, world 1982 CHEVROLET station wa- ELECTROLUX SALES k Serfamous Fl. 8 Hexanon lens. gon. Power steering and brakes. vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
Holland Drugs.
D-17-C 1983 Pontiac Catalina 4-door M. Sanders. Phone 382-31711.
Lynnville, Ky.
H-Dec.-36-C
ENLARGERS. . . New at Hol- sedan. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station.
Corner
and
of
6th
Main.
land/ . Ask for demonstration
SPECIAL CH&LSTMAS GIFTD-16-C Murray
of the Simon Omega. An enWoman's Club cooklarger for every photographer. 1963 DODGE 330, 4-door sedan, books and Kentucky scenic
See it at Holland Drugs. D-17-C automatic
transmission
and placemats. Call 436-2345 or 7534408 for information. Dec.-19-C
steering.
power
GalxFord
1963
ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES.
power
steering.
500,
axie
1985
Try Ledger & Times Office SupPIANO tuning, $15.00 Leaches
Buick Wildcat, 4-door hardtop
ply Department for your officeMusic and T.V. Phone 753-7575
with factory air and power
type needs. Magic Mending
D-17-C
steering and brakes. Cain and
Tape, pens, adhesives, felt-tip
Taylor Gulf Station, corner of REDUCE SAFE and fast wttk
markers, paper, desk calendars,
0th and Main.
D-16-C
tabiets and R-Vap
telephone address books, household budget books and many 1966 CHEVROLET pick-up truck. "Tater pills" MUM Drugs.
R-ITT
more items are available which 1965 Chrysler New Yorker, 4are well-suited for use in the door sedan with factory air, GET RID of
pests, they won't
home. For instance, we have a power steering and brakes. Cain leave on
their own. Termites go
box of 500 check-size envelopes and Taylor Gulf Station, corn- right on eating
if you ignore
for only $3.30. Remember the er of 8th and Main.
D-16-C them. Kelly's Pest Control is the
place-The Ledger & Times Ofanswer, locally owned and opfice Supply.
D-18-NC 1959 TR-3 SPORTS car. Needs erated for 20 years. We can
be
windshield and hood latches.
ONE GOOD USED 21 inch TV Runs good, $235.00. Call 753- reached 24 hours a day. If it's
Phone 402,-8304.
3160 and ask for Joe. D-16-P a post call us. Phone 753-3914.
D-1
Member Chamber of Commerce
NEW DELUXE 24-inch electric 1985 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door and Builders Association LCPrange, reasonable. Phone
hardtop, automatic, power steer- 195. Kelly's Peet Control, 100
8719.
ing and brakes. 1965 Chrysler So. 13th Street, phone 753-3914.
D-1
Newport, 4-door hardtop with
H-D-18C
OLD FASHIONED, home made power steering
and
brakes.
brittle, fresh daily 50e package. Brand new
set of tires. Cain
Phone 753-7520 for free deliv- and Taylor
Gulf Station, corner How Hogs Get Ulcers
MONTGOMERY, Ala. , UPI)
ery. Sponsored by UPC Youth of 6th and Main.
D-16-C
-A farmers' magazine reports
Department.
D-30-C
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88, 4-door hogs get ulcers and their
ROUND TABLE, love seat, or- hardtop with factory
air and keepers can be blamed for
gan stools and a few other double power.
1964 Chevrolet causing some of them
Items. Phone 492-8504 after Impala 4-door sedan.
The publication said stomAutomatic,
6:00 p. m. Anytime Sunday.
power steering and brakes. Cain ach ulcers found in hogs testD-17-C and Taylor Gulf Station, corner ed around the world were tracD-16-C ed to the farmer's disposition.
CARPET colors looking dim? of 6th and Main.
"If the farmer has crowded
Bring 'em back-give 'em
1962 PONTIAC Catalina, 2-door them into tight narrow quarUse Blue Lustre! Rent electric hardtop, power
steering and ters, made them fight for posishampooer $1. Tidwell's Paint brakes
and
air-conditioning. tion, step over each other to
Store.
D-21-C 1963 BUICK Special 4-door se- eat and drink, disturbed their
rest and fondled them roughCLEAN carpets with ease. Blue dan, automatic, power veerly, you can .
. expect some
ing
and
brakes.
Cain
and
TayLustre makes the Job a breeze.
ulcers," it said
Rent electric shampooer $1. lor Gulf Station, corner of fltp
and Main.
• D-111-e
Western Auto Store.
D-21-C
The work torce of the PanSkylark, 2-door
FORD-FERGUSON Tractor. Ex- 1963 BUICK
ama Canal was at its peak in
hardtop,
automatic,
power
steercellent condition. With new
June. 1913. with 43.350 emblade, new five foot bush hog ing. 1984 Pontiac Grand Prix, ployes.
factory
air,
power
steering
and
• • •
and one row cultivator. Call
D-18..c brakes and vinyl roof Cain and
753-8210.
The first deer hunting law in
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of Vermont was adopted
in 1779
35 WEANING PIGS. phone 6th and Main.
D-16-C and by 1790 the animal had be753-4904.
D-18-C
come extinct. Seven deer were
WANTED TO BUY
FOR SALE OR TRADE: 1967
Mustang; Gibson amplifier ant
bass guitar. Call 753-7542 or 763
1407.
D46-C

iO
•
Is!

Lela

•

uaed
cter i-10.

•

•

Important Belt
AKRON. Ohio (UPI) -Your
car's "fan belt" drives the fan
and pump to keep the engine
from overheating and may, in
addition, supply power for
power steering, power brakes
and air conditioning. Goodyear
advises motorists to inspect
fan belts carefully every six
months, replace them every
two years.

Well-Wishing Wasted
TRUJILLO, Peru (UPI( Guards at the local jail recently wished well to 10 prisoners who had just completed
their terms But shortly thereafter their smiles turned to
frowns.
The prisoners had falsified
signatures on documents certifying the end of their terms
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.00 Morning Snow
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1 Lot!, Wthr.
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At Itil Iorldr.
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Newlywed Game
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.03 Match Game; News Unkletter Show; News Real McCoy'
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30 Afternoon Show
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News
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Horseshoe Development

YEOVIL, England UPI) Motorist Keith Robins, 21,
wrote to England's Transport
Minister Barbara Castle asking her to raise the 70 mile an
hour speed limit on the country's roads, He complained he
has trouble keeping down to 70
in his souped-up car.
.- • •
Georgia leads the United
States in pulpwood production,
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MONDAY iVENING PROGRAMS

The original Iroquois Confederacy was made up of the
Mohawks, Senecas, Cayugas,
Onandagas and Oneidas; the
Tuscaroras were admitted early
OWOU U000
Oal11M0 WIMMO
In the 18th century to form the
LOW= WOOMOM Six NStions.

4-Surgical Woad
5-Preposition
6 Unit of Siamese
currency
7 Equal
8-Center
9-Native metal
10 Through
11 Journey forth
16-Man's
nrckname
18-Penpoint
20-Explosive (abbr
22 Heavy downpour
25 Dine
27 Unit of
Portuguese
currency
29-11e in debt
30-Afternoon party
32 Scottish for
"John"
34 Fondle
36-Likely
37-Sailor (celled)

THE STAGE loses a first magnitude star in death of Tallulah Bankhead at 65 in New
York. She is shown during
her meteoric rise in 1931
and in a recent photo

ib

Peanuts®

DALLAS
UPI I - Plastic
horseshoes are replacing steel
ones, and the next step may
be to fasten them with a gluelike adhesive instead of nails.
The National Livestock Producer magazine says adhesives
would protect hooves against
nail damage while also making
the shoes more comfortable

by Charles M. Schulz

v.

irely
:lean
roam
1120.

•

Imported from Pennsylvania to

SERVICES OFFERED
6

WANTED: Looking for large start the life cycle again.
• • •
Duncan Phyfe dining room taAbout 90 per cent of the to
bit with 6 chairs. Phone 436D.1.7,c tal asbestos fiber in the United
2289

FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
States is produced in Lowell.
REPAUtS or REMODELDIO. WANTED: Firewood delivered Vt
FREE estiznaVe. Call 7534123 Please call 753-7548
D-21-P
or 435-4681.
DINATC
The average Massachusetts
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
family had

ON BEETHOVEN

ng
-12,

EVERYONE ON THE

-table
letely

438,
'asy-just

-ForINSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAG
LOANS
SPANN & WILSON
Murray, Ky.
205 S. 4th
TFC

Sn

FOR SALE
Repossessed ...
1 1966 Schavelle 12' x 50'
Housetrailer, 2-bedroom, in-.
cluding Curtis Mathes TVcombination
l
Radio - Stereo
with 2-ton air-conditioner a
Westinghouse
dryer

wather

an

Also:
'67 Dodo* Polora 4-door
hardtop, double power, extra
nice ear,

'67 500 ESA -- 4.000 miles.
'68 350 ki-ambler, 1,933
miles.
If interested in any of the
above, call Marvin Swann or
Gedric Paschall at the Bank
of Murray--753-1893
D-16-C

NOSE

Nancy

by Ernie Bushrniller
CAN I PUT

A PIECE
OF CHEESE
ON IT?

CAN I HAVE THIS
SLICE OF APPLE
PIE

o.

BRICE HOUSE; Urge bedrooms, insurance during 1966
• • •
two baths, custom draperies
anti carpet throughout. /38.Wells yielding from 500 to
S00. Call 753-8717 for appoint. 1.000 gallons of water per minMut
TFC ute are not uncommon near
perennial surface streams

BIRTHDAY IT

HAG BECOME TRADITIONAL TO

about $16,700 life

NOTICE: We repairs all makes
Vacuum cleaners, touters, tabors, irons, heaters, all small
appliances. Ward Is Elkins, 4011
Dec.-38-C
KAPla

YES, A PIECE
OF CHEESE
GOES GOOD
ON APPLE)
PIE

r•-•••,,

••

in

TWO-STORY BRICK, close to the Great Valley region of East
town and university, 5 bed- Tennessee
rooms, 2 baths, ecreened in
• • •
porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3493
Production of limestone and
Jan.-S-C dolomite is Tennessee's leading

'- i., u

stone industry in terms of dollar value

C

S

p.. 0.1

not

•11

.•
.....

Dec

6

FOR RENT

Abble'N Slats

ONE-BEDROOM furnished apart-,
ment, available January 1, 1969,
one block from college campus. Couples only. Phone 7535653.
TFC

SLATS HAS JUST MADE THE
AMA2ING DISCOVERY THAT
MRS. CALHOUN IS THE REAL.

ROOM for rent for boys Kitchen privileges. Located 1008
Sharpe Street. Phone 753-6638
D-18-C

RoWENA SCRAPPLE!!

_ by R.V-an Burin
imMEDIATELY. BUT I HAD
NO WAY OF KNOwING SHE
WOULD MASQUERADE AS
ME AND TALK
ABBIE INTO
SIGNING IT.

BUT I DID TAKE
PRECAUTIONS
AGAINST HER
CASHING IT IN

WHERE ARE WE
GOING-I MEAN, MAW1,
SHOULDN'T WE BE
TRYING TO LOCATE
-THIS PHONY?

WHEN DID YOU FIND OUT
THAT THIS M"/RNA BABE
SWIPED THE STOCK
CERTIFICATE ?

THREE-ROOM unfurnished duplex apartment. Electric heat,
one block from downtown. Mature lady preferred. Phone 7531299.
D-17-C
HELP WANTED

WAITRESS WANTED. Telephone 492-8147 or 492-8700.
D-16-C
WANTED: Cook for preparing
evening meal for 1 adult and 2
children at your home or mine.
Phone 753-8756.
D-17-C

HWY.80- MARSHALL COUNTY
Well built 3 bedroom ranch type brick home.
Paneled utility room which may be converted to
sewing or work room. Living room and bedroom
carpeted. Kitchen built-iris include blender and
mixer. Extra large lot.
Call us for an appointment.

Erickson Realty Company
Benton, Kentucky
803 Maln
Phone 527-9353

D16c

LW Abner
INAUGURAL MEDAL The inaugural
medal shows a
three-quarter view of the incoming president instead of
the customary profile on
such medals, and the other
side is a rendering of the
Great Seal of the U.S. as embroidered
by Julie Nixon,
which she presented to her
father. Below the eagle is
"To RN
JN.'' Sculptor is
Ralph J. Menconi. It will beissued in bronze, with a limited number in solid silver,
and one in gold for Presidentelect Nixon and a silver copy
with serial number 1 for Vice
President-elect Spiro Agnew.

by Al Capp
SURE.,1 SEE.IT --

b-bACK IN TN'
U.S.A.- wiT'MO
PLACE TO HIDE!!

196.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

ANN ARBOR. Mich, UPI)The better educated a driver is,
the better his chance of staying alive on the highway, according to a recent study.
Prof. James M. Morgan of
the University of Michigan
said the education-safety correlation has to do with seat
belts, He said three of four persons with education beyond
that of a bachelor's degree use
seat belts, at least some of the
time Among the population at
large, he said, only one person
of four used the belts, at least
some of the time

CROSSWORD PUZZLE An-tos-da-Puths,
1 -Dance step
4-Cleaning
substance
8-Cleaning
der Ice
11 Drop
12-Heraldry
grafted
13-Anger
14-Symbol for ulcer
15-Still
17 Fragile
19-Soak
21-Speck
23-Free of
24-Slave
26-Con1unction
28-Blemish
31-Siamese native
33-Corded cloth
35-Female sheep
36-Near
38-Lingers
41-Babylonian
deity
42 Moccasin
44-Born
45-Small child
47-Snare
49-Vessel's curved
planking
51-Baked clay
54-Cover
56-Number
58-Equality
59-Waver
62-Brim
64-World
Organization
(abbr.)
65-Southwestern
Indian
66-Cook in water .
68-Was borne
70-Communist
71-Gift's nickname
72-Affirmative

16•

14
:
00L

bUT I GOT TOO
MUCH PRIDE TO
GET INTO NO
HORSES- -

TH I NK OF IT DIS WA`i,
BANANAS!!',OUSE ARE

PART OF A NATIONAL

SHRINE!!

j,)LiY

CUSTODIAN ir
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SEEN I HEARD ..
(Continued From Pegs I)

THE LRDGER

Funeral Is Held
For Mrs. Gust

RIDINGS OR• •.
(Continued From Peri 1)

rasping growl This thing almost dares us to stay m bed.

it
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Uncle Jeff's Also
In Big Promotion

SHOP THE TOTAL
soE) DISCOUNT WAY
oci;i,,,iie tiND SAVE ON ALL
YOUR
CHRISTMAS NEEDS
WHY PAY RETAIL?
SAV-RITE ON OVER,

Funeml services for II
Uncle Jeff's is also • partiHart, Mr. Bel Dodson and Mr
Mary Edith Gust were held
South Side merday at one p.m at the Arch L. Leon Chambers. The board met cipant in the
We finally make the supreme Heady and son Funeral Home, immediately and organised, se-, chants 51,0(X) Christmas proeffort after blinking hugely, Louisville, with Rev Johnson lacuna Dr. Harry Sparks chair- motion. The name of this firm,
smacking our chops several 'Lasky of Murray offkiating man, and Mrs. C. C. Lowry. located just south of the Roll;
times to get all our systems Interment was in the Pleasure- secretary. Committees were ap- day Inn, was not included in Is
pointed to consider opponuni- the list of merchants participat
working, weakly throw back the vile Cemetery.
promotion.
II
cover and stagger off into the
Mrs. Gust, age 50. died Fri ties for cleaning, and beautify mg in the
unknown.
day at the Murray-Calloway log the city. Meeting three , Persons may register at any
County Hospital She was from times, the committees have list; of the merchants on South 12th'
We never knew anyone who Phoenix, Arizona, but visited ed their findings, some pro- Street who are participting In
jumped out of bed ready to go. quite frequently In Calloway gress, and a few suggestions ' the event. Each merchant has a
"1—Entrancee to the city are large placard in his store In- II
except our kids. They always County with her sister, Mrs.
got up with all systems go and Warren (Hazel) Patterson of unsightly became of dump dicating that persons may lie II
New Coward. During her last beepe, weeds, trash and unkept, gaiter at the store for the $1,in working order.
visit of several months she had ugly areas and two dangerous 000 in prizes.
The prizes will be given on II
We begin to show life after the become a member of the Good intersections.
"2—Vacant iota are in need Friday, December 20, at 7:00 SI
Shepherd
United
first coffee transfusion.
Methodist
of mowing and weed cutting. p.m. Anyone over sixteen years III
Church.
•
Survivors are a daughter, soak are littered with rubbish. of age may register for the
Met a bunch of nice folks over
•
Mn. Robert Schrader; two eons. some are unaodded and deep , prizes.
the weekend.
Participating in the "$1,000
James and Jerry Kistner; Mi gullies have been cut in them
by erosion.
Shopping Spree" are Uncle
Nice letter from Mr and Mrs. ter, Mrs. Patterson; two hen"3--Grounds around some Jeff's, Holiday Inn, Southside
Ray Cothran of California. They then, Cecil and Gayle Quisenpublic eating places, each as Restaurant,
Otasco,
7 Lights
Liberty
will be glad to settle- down in berry; five grandchildren.
drive-in restaurants and ice Super Market, Murray Mobile
Fully Assembled and
Reg. or Foil
Calloway County after they re- The local arrangements were
ROLLS
cream
parlors are littered with Homes, Time Finance, Jerry's
26x8 ft.
by the Blalock•Coleman Tuner
Guaranteed
tire.
26-x80"
paper
cups.
discarded
napkins,
Carroll
Restaurant,
Tire
II
Seral Home.
$1.798,
Set
4t Half
Half
etc.
vice, Walston Texaco.
$1.19,59 Half
The Squirrels were out early
Value
due LIEU% Price!
Price!
4—Many business houses have
Kentucky
Fried
Chicken, HatV
alue
this morning in spite of the
Price!
clean fronts but the back doors cher Auto Sales, Whitnell Stanfrigid temperatures. We have
are unsightly, unsanitary and dard Service, Judy's Beauty
the feeling they like the crispAdiaissiena, December 13, 1968 fire hazards.
Shop, Sean. The Place, The II
ness of the mornings.
"5—Alleys are unsightly be- Shoe Tree, 641 Shell, J&S OIL
Mies Teresa Lawrence, Route
One, Murray; Maurice Humph- cause of weeds, paper and disJohnson's Grocery, Rowland's
Lady the dog does not, however. rey, Route 5, Murray; Billy J. carded cartons.
Refrigeration, Dick & Dunn,
It takes some coaxing to get
Rule, 705 Chestnut Street, Mur- -6—Store fronts need paint- Big K. Holcomb Chevrolet, Triher out One miff and that's
ray; Miss Deborah Galloway, ing and updating.
angle Inn, Starks Hardware,
enough for her.
Route 2, Murray; Mrs. Nursie "7—In residential areas are Trotter's Gulf, Peoples Drive-in
outbuildings
that
need tearing Bank
Duke, Route One, Murray; CharViolent crimes have increased
lie Bennett, Route One Admo; down because of unsightlenees
over the past year by 21 per
$15.118 Value
and
their being fire hazards.
Oscar Hale, 807 North 19th
545.00 Valve
$14.95 Value
cent.
Yards are unnaked, garbage cans
AM-FM, I Band radio
Cordless. transistorised
Street, Murray.
Universal super deluxe
are exposed and overturned.
clock and solid state
complete with earphone,
Dismissals
solid state Is AC -DC
$2988
AM-FM radio with earbattery and AC adapter
Robbery up 32 per cent, forMrs. Willie Mae Winchester, "8 — In all areas of our town
radio. complete with acphones, lighted clock
jack.
4)
cible rape up 17 per cent, mur88
ceseories.
(Continued
From
Page 1)
dL
Route One, Akno; Mrs. Billie including the University campder up 15 per cent, aggravated
Paschall, Route 3, Puryear, us there are well-kept houses tests with confirmation they
assault up 13 per cent.
Tenn.; Mrs. Beatrice Hughes, and businesses, and unattrac- are in top shape and ready to
105 North 14th Street, Murray; tive, dirty. unkept spots that go. It will be Lovell's third
Mere is how the cities the size
of Murray showed up the crime Master Kevin Shepard, 412 Col- stand out like a sore thumb spaceflight, 13orman's second
$24.95 Value
5 transistor, 2
$36.95 Value
band
report. Crime up 19 per cent, lege Court, Murray: Ralph Fry, and detract from the well kept and Andres' first.
10 transistor solid rate se5.00 value
Cordless
adlo with external
transistorised
Apache
1305
Street,
Jackson,
pieces.
In
pomany
Bet with snooze alarm.
places
the
area
murder up five per cent, forThe preliminary countdown
er jack, earphone. $1588 clock, solid state radio
twin
Missouri;
speakers, lighted$2988
James
Ethridge,
803
between
curb
and
with
sidewalk ap- for the start of the six-day
h ip antenna 4-11/4"
earphone. lighted
cible rape up 4 per cent, robCI Z. clock operates on
clock dial
bery up 24 per cent, aggravated Elm, Benton; Mrs. Mary Gust, pears to be an "No Man's Land" moon orbiting adventure begin II A"5 1-15/1Ir,
currant
assault up 11 per cent, burglary Expired), New Concord.
because neither the city nor the on schedule Sunday night and III
up 17 per cent, larceny up 27
property owner is keeping it headed toward a 7:51 am. EST
per cent and auto theft up 13 Askaissions, December 14, 19411 cut. One of the noticeable ex- blastoff Saturday.
Kim Dorothy Sowell, 311 Er.- ceptions
per cent.
is the well-kept space
Besides confirming that the
vin Street, Murray; Mrs Rena- in the
front of the Jeff Shroat astronauts are healthy, today's III
relieves
ton
Fitts,
708
Meadow
Avenue, home at 401 South 8th Street. medical tests were designed to
New York bed 58,898 auto
UPSET
25 Tablets
biles stolen the first six months Murray; Elvis Lamb, Route 1,
gather
data to be compared
j_V7*.nt,
-9 — In the success items,
KIrksey; Mrs. Jennie Troupe,
of this year
STOMACH.
with post-flight checks to see III
board
the
secured
(ave..has
College Station, MSU, Murray;
Choose from
HEADACHE;
able cornmittments from auth- how the 500,000-mile roundtrlp III
Street robbery is up 37 per Mrs. Carmen Horton, 914 ColdLarge Selectien
,0!
affects
the
spacemen
par%
Of
orities for widening the enwater
Road,
Murray;
Robert
cent, service station robbery up
of Beautiful
cular interest are space v
voter
east
and
on
north
the
Anther,
69* Value
Clark
Hall
MSU,
Mur31 per cent, business house robProfesaions.1
Cards
approaches. A request has heel! tins Borman and Lovell.
bery up 28 per cent, chain store ray; Mrs. Clyde Ott, 1509 Kirk- made for the improvement of
Styling Formula
III
iney
re
um
people
Per
that
we
Value
robbery up X) per cent, and wood Drive, Murray; Miss Ethel
13-oz.
the dangerous and ugly inter- have probably the most rnediBox
of $2.50
robbery of residences up HI Racy, 7th Street, Murray.
section at the Five Point, Cold- cal data on from any time in
Dismissals
per cent
flight thus far," said Dr. Charles
Buell Donelson, Rural Route water road.
9te Value
Starry, the chief astronaut phy"Dewey
Lampkins
doJr.,
is
6,
Murray;
Mrs.
Sue Camber,
511
Biggest single increase in crime
reclaimBonman
skian.
excellent
job
of
and
an
flew
Lovell
big
Box
81,
Hardin; Mrs. Martha
Is in the iminkmastern states
Hamm, 1802 West Main Street, Ins his property on the east on the longest flight ever —
with a 25 per emit rise
Ill
Murray; Mrs. Sue Britt, Route approach to the city. This area the 14-day voyage of Gemini 7.
1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Florence bas been abused by public trash Lovell also logged four days in
Gemini 12
$159 Value
Salentine, Route 3, Murray; Z. dumping.
"Upon request of this board
ny comparing the results of
E S. Crouse, Route 2, Murray;
TRUCKS,
.50 Value
linas Donna Burkeen, 1004 the water department will use the Gemini spaceflight with the
Federai State Market N e w al Payne Street, Murray;
GUNS and Many More!
Mrs. Es- deflectors when flushing fire six-day flight of Apollo 8, BerService 12-16-68 Kentucky Fur telle Mathis and
boy, Route 3, hydrants, to avoid making gull- ry said physicians should be
After Shave & Shower - 6.4 oz.
chase Arm Hog Market Report Murray, Mrs. Jo Alice
able for the first time to see
•
Cothran lea in lawns.
Includes 9 Buying S:_ations
commendable
"Other
im- bow weightlessness affects men
and boy, Route 3, Benton; Orvel
provements include the paint- without having the results
Receipts 19'74 Heed, Barrow, is Hendricks, Route 2, Hazel;
Daning of the Ledger & Times clouded by the possible effects
and Gilts 50e Higher, Sows, iel Jones, 213 North 13th
Antiseptic
Street,
Keeps Teeth White and Clean!
Strong, 35e Higher
Murray: Glenn Kline, Route 2, building, including the alley of the cramped Gemini capsule;
7-oa
US 2-3 103410 lbs $18.50-19.00, Hazel; Charlie
side;
Houston
McDevitt
Clithe
pilots.
had
the
on
Aerosal (3-oz.)
Bennett (Expir.
79.
Value
nic has recently black-topped
Few 1-2 $19.20; ed), Route 1, Ahno.
The three astronauts took the
or Stick Deodorant
IN
US 2-4 200-240 lbs 517.75-18.50;
it's parking lot; Ben Franklin's day off Sunday, went to church
III
US 2-4 230-330 lbs 517.00-17.75;
new store highlights the east and relaxed in their comfort$1.05 Value
US 3-4 250-280 lbs 516.50-17.25;
$1.25 Value
Main Street. The new front at able moonport quarters.
SOWS:
Purdom-Thurman Insurance Co.;
Their schedule for the rest
-US 1-2 270-300 lbs 51.3.75-1500;
the new Ward-Elkins store; a of the week calls for some more
II
rse
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 513.00-14 00:
The Great Books Discussion modern front at Lerman's; Na- practice in a spacecraft trainer,
US 2-3 400-800 lbs 513.00-1330. Group will meet tonight
tional
Store's enlarged front; review of all preprations for
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